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Dear Reader, 

 

please keep in mind that the text you find on the website is a draft and thus it can change in fu-

ture. For the second draft the apparatus fontium is included but the pagebreak can still alter be-

fore print. Hence it would be prudent to use furthermore the old foliation of Ly or pagination of 

Gs mentioned on the inner margin of the documents if you quote passages in your papers or 

articles. The following short instructions shall help you to get ready for the technical details in the 

drafts. 

 

 

Text 

The main text is based on the “Ausgabe letzter Hand” (redaction of the last hand) (ω). Ockam’s 

first version α as well as his first emendation and continuation of the text, following the redaction 

μ (Mz), can be gathered from the apparatus criticus. An integral part in the text history is taken 

by the Lyonese incunable by Johann Trechsel (Ly, editio secunda, 1496), which has been the basis 

for research for the last more than 500 years. Its variants are recorded in the apparatus, too. The 

paging of Ly as well as of its reprint by Melchior Goldast (Frankfurt/Main 1614) is indicated by a 

vertical bar: │ and specified on the inner margin. Text deficiencies due to defective paper in Ca 

are marked by hooklets ˹…˺ in the main text. 

 

 

Apparatus criticus 

The order of sigla is as follows: 

Ve Na Mz Ly Ca Mw Un Vd 

First, paradigmatic variants are given, followed by those of syntagmatic nature. Thus, the order of 

sigla can be dissociated into two sequences.  

Also, they can be merged to groups: 

 ω = Ve Na  

 α = Ca Mw Un Vd 

 αm =Ca Mw 

αp =Un Vd 
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A lemma and its variants conclude by a full stop. Then the next lemma follows, even if not al-

ways printed explicitly. The respective reference of a variant can be gathered from the following 

information: 

a) Line number 

b) Order of lemmata 

c) Word class 

d) Similarity of words (e.g. difference of only one letter or just a few)  

Different variants of the same lemma are separated by a semicolon. The variants refer to the re-

spective lemma in front of the lemma bracket or to the corresponding word in the main text if 

the lemma is not mentioned here. Differences within a group are indicated by round brackets 

after the siglum or by a reading advice in front of the sigla. In this case, the sigla are separated 

only by a space character: 

promovendo] in add. VeLyCa supp. Vd. 

Read:  

– in Ve, Ly and Ca promovendo is followed by in, while 

– in Vd in is supplemented in hindsight. 

 

If one or two manuscripts of group α have a distinct variant, then it is placed behind in brackets 

as follows: 

monarchiam] monarcham α (monarcha Mw). 

Licet] beatum α (c. licet non Ca). 

 

The variants within the round brackets of a group refer to the variant before the round brackets, 

e. g. if one manuscript within the group α follows the reading of the main text or corresponds 

with a variant declared in another lemma, this is indicated by the reading advice exc.: 

 esse] om. Ly α (exc. Vd). (Vd reads esse) 
principantis] principis Ly; principatus α (exc. Ca). (Ca reads principantis) 

 

perniciem] pernicie Ve; provinciam α (exc. Mw; provincia Un; em. to perniciem Vd). 

  

 Note: 

– Mw reads perniciem and  

– Vd wrote first provinciam, but is later emended to perniciem. 

 

Capitulum VII] in quo respondetur ad tres probationes minoris prime rationis capituli primi add. Ly; 

om. α (8 Ca; supp. Mw; c. 8 supp. Vd).  

Read:  

– ω and Mz wrote as lemma, 

– in Ly the indication of chapter is followed by a short abstract, 

– α omits the lemma, but 
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– in Ca 8 is given as chapter number by scribe, while 

– in Vd c. 8 is supplemented. 

– However, in Mw c. 7 is supplemented, 

– in Un an indication of chapter is missing entirely as in α. 

 

Apart from that, the account within the round brackets always refers to the preceding word or a 

syllable of the same: 

imperatoriam] eciam (om. Ly) dignitatem (-te Mw) seu add. Ly α. 

 

 

The following reading advices appear in the apparatus criticus: 

 

 om. = omitted  The lemma is omitted in the respective manuscript.  

 add. = added  The lemma is followed by the given word(s) as variant in 

the continuous text.  

 prec. = preceding  The given word(s) is/are preceding the lemma.  

 supp. = supplemented The given word(s) has/have been supplemented interlin-

early or with a reference on margin.  

 em. from/to = emended from/to The given word(s) has/have been emended. 

 canc. = canceled The text has been expunged, cancelled or otherwise de-

clared as invalid. 

 on margin  The variant or corresponding lemma is located on the 

margin.  

 exc. = except  The given manuscript within group α provides another 

reading than the group.  

 gap  The text holds a gap for later supplementation. 

 &  links up two reading advices. N.b.: The ampersand is 

always an information of the editor, never a variant of the 

historical record! 

 †  regarding Ca: Due to defective paper the variant cannot 

be proved, is however supposable or at least possible. 
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The following readings are not considered in the apparatus criticus: 

 ergo/igitur 

 et/etiam 

 aut/an/seu/sive/vel 

 huiusmodi/huiuscemodi 

 orthographic peculiarities, e.g. ecclesia/aeclesia 

 simple doublings of words, e.g. sicut sicut or mortalium mortalium 

 minor grammatical mistakes, e.g. derelinquerunt instead of dereliquerunt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally you will find a table of used text witnesses in general. Please note that in the chapters 

 

 3.2 Dial. 1, 1–5, 

 3.2 Dial. 2, 29 and 

 3.2 Dial. 3, 15–16 

 

all testimonies of the text are consulted. Hence you find a new group called π (LmLyPz) and 

group αm is augmented to ArAuBaCaDiEsFrMwPbPcPeTo. From 3.2 Dial. 2, 18 onwards, αp 

consists only of Vd because Un ends here at line 26 si non possent. 

 

At the end of 3.2 Dial. 3, 23, there is a new siglum for Richard Scholz’s print of 1914: 

 

Sh Richard SCHOLZ, Unbekannte kirchenpolitische Streitschriften aus der Zeit Ludwigs des 

Bayern (1327–1354). Analysen und Texte (Bibliothek des kgl. preuss. hist. Instituts in 

Rom 10), Vol. 2: Texte. Rom 1914, p. 392–395. 

 

 

 

 

 

Cologne, September 2015 
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Sigla 

 

 

Na Naples, Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele III, MS Nat. VII.C.31, foll. 141ra–

187vb 

Ve Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Vat. Lat. 4115, foll. 27v–133r 

ω Na+Ve 

 

 

Mz Paris, Bibliothèque Mazarine, MS 3522 (478), foll. 246rb–297rb 

 

 

Ly Guillelmus de Occam, Opera Plurima, vol. 1 (Lyons, 1494; repr. London, 1962), 

foll. 229vb–276ra 

 

 

Ca Cambrai, Médiathèque d’agglomération, MS Lat. 286 (271), foll. 179rb–217vb 

Mw Paris, Bibliothèque Mazarine, MS 3522 (478), foll. 149ra–198bis ra 

αm Ca+Mw 

 

Un Paris, Bibliothèque de la Sorbonne, MS Univ. 226, foll. 189ra–212vb 

Vd Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Vat. Lat. 4098, foll. 111va–132ra 

αp Un+Vd 

 

α Ca+Mw+Un+Vd 

 


